Introduction
The kaon bag parameter B K , which is required for constraining the CP violation parameter in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix from experiment, has been successfully calculated with the Kogut-Susskind(KS) quark action, taking advantage of its U A (1) chiral symmetry [1] . A recent systematic calculation of B K with high statistics [2] , however, reveals that the systematic uncertainties in the perturbative renormalization factors to connect lattice and continuum operators have sizable magnitude, which indicates the necessity of non-perturbative renormalization. For the calculation of B K with the Wilson quark action we have to deal with the operator mixing problem caused by the explicit chiral symmetry breaking in the action, which turned out to be not effectively treated by perturbation theory [3] . Several non-perturbative methods have been proposed to control the operator mixing.
The CP conserving K → ππ decay amplitudes give an intriguing testing ground for lattice QCD calculations. It would be exciting to be able to show that QCD explains the ∆I = 1/2 rule: A 0 /A 2 ≈ 22 where A 0,2 = A(K → ππ[I = 0, 2]). Although studies of K → ππ decay amplitudes with lattice QCD were initiated a decade ago, little progress has been achieved since then. Recent work on the one-loop calculation of K → ππ decay amplitudes using chiral perturbation theory(ChPT) [4, 5] , however, provides some impor-tant information about the lattice results.
In lattice QCD studies for the proton decay amplitude π 0 |O B / |p , pioneering work estimated it from the matrix element 0|O
B / |p with the aid of the chiral lagrangian [6, 7] , which were followed by the direct measurement of π 0 |O B / |p [8] . The results showed an unexpectedly large discrepancy between these two methods: the direct method yielded a two or three times smaller value than the indirect one. This peculiar feature was confirmed by JLQCD last year [9] . At this conference, however, JLQCD [10] pointed out that the calculational method in refs. [8, 9] was wrong, and presented the correct estimate of the proton decay amplitudes with the direct method.
The domain wall quark formulation in lattice QCD [11, 12] potentially has superior features over the Wilson and KS quark actions: realization of the chiral limit on arbitrary number of flavors without fine tuning. Recent simulation results for B K show a good chiral behavior [13] , which encourages us to apply the domain wall quark to the calculation of weak matrix elements. Some progress has been made this year numerically and theoretically.
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we present the B K results with the KS and Wilson quark actions. From the examination of the systematic errors in the KS result we explain the reason why the non-perturbative renormalization is necessary. The present status of the non-perturbative renormalization method is also discussed. Results for the K → ππ decay amplitudes are presented in Sec. 3, where we focus on the one-loop effects of ChPT. In Sec. 4 we describe an essential advance on the calculation of the proton decay matrix elements. This year's progress on the calculation of weak matrix elements with the domain wall QCD is explained in Sec. 5. Our conclusions are summarized in Sec. 6. Results for structure functions have been reviewed by Petronzio [14] .
B K

B K with the KS quark action
The K meson B parameter is defined by
for which we quote results in the naive dimensional regularization(NDR) scheme at the renormalization scale 2GeV. In the ratio of eq.(1) the fluctuations are largely canceled between the numerator and the denominator, which enable us to easily achieve high statistical accuracy. Taking advantage of this virtue, we have had control over the systematic errors step by step. As of this conference B K is the weak matrix element with which we have had the most success. Figure 1 presents a recent result for a systematic quenched B K calculation performed by JLQCD employing seven values of lattice spacing with m d = m s [2] . The non-local weak fourfermi operator is constructed either in gauge invariant way with insertion of the link variables (O inv ) or in non-invariant way without link variables in Landau gauge (O non−inv ). Each operator is perturbatively matched to the operator in the continuum NDR scheme at the scale q * = 1/a employing tadpole improvement. The value of B K at µ = 2GeV is obtained via a two-loop renormalization group running from µ = 1/aGeV.
The statistical error is 0.1% at the largest lattice spacing and gradually increasing to 1.2% at the smallest one. Let us examine conceivable systematic errors in order. (i) Quark mass dependence: B K at the physical kaon point is accessible with interpolation, not extrapolation, which means the interpolated value is strongly robust against the choice of fitting function. (ii) Finite size effects: Finite size studies at β = 6.0 and 6.4 show that the magnitude of the size dependence decreases to less than 0.5% for L ≥ 2.2fm. The KS/ O non−inv [2] KS/ O inv [2] dwf/ Z(PT) [24] dwf/ Z(NPMOM) [24] B K (NDR,2GeV) spatial size is kept larger than L ≃ 2.3fm at all β.
(iii) Scaling violation: The five data points below m ρ a ≃ 0.6 for each operator are consistent with O(a 2 ) scaling behavior expected theoretically [15] . A quadratic fit of the five points(dashed lines in Fig 1) gives a value at the continuum limit B K = 0.616(5) for O non−inv and 0.580 (5) for O inv . This 7σ discrepancy raises the question of what causes this difference. (iv) O(α 2 ) uncertainties: As seen in the matching procedure of O inv,non−inv to the continuum operator, their difference ∆B K should be of not only O(a 2 ) but also O(α 2 ). Figure 2 illustrate that the difference is well described by the function
2 below m ρ a ≃ 0.6, which suggests that a α
MS
term should be incorporated in the fit of B K . An attempt to simultaneously fit B K for both operators is shown in Fig. 1 (solid lines), which yields B K = 0.628(42) in the continuum limit(cross). This 7% error, which is roughly 10 times larger than those with naive quadratic fit, reflects the magnitude of the O(α 2 ) uncertainties in the operator matching procedure. To eliminate the O(α 2 ) uncertainties, it would be necessary to adopt the non-perturbative renormalization method. (v) Quenching effects: In 1996 the OSU group studied the dynamical quark effects on B K employing three ensembles of gauge configurations at a −1 ≈ 2GeV: N f = 0 at β = 6.05, N f = 2 at β = 5.7 and N f = 4 at β = 5.4 [16] . They found that B K with N f = 3 is 5 ± 2% larger than the quenched value. However, it is hard to assume this number as the dynamical quark effects in the continuum limit: we cannot exclude the possibility that the scaling violation of B K in full QCD might be different from the quenched case. This fact compels us to perform the systematic calculation of B K in full QCD varying the lattice spacing and the dynamical quark mass. [17, 4] . We can investigate the m s = m d case only in the full QCD.
The next step toward the precise determination of B K is the control of the O(α 2 ) uncertainties. We also note that the systematic full QCD calculation of B K with m s = m d is now feasible in view of the performance of the current full QCD simulations [18] .
Non-perturbative renormalization
A naive non-perturbative renormalization method is to copy what is done in perturbative renormalization in a non-perturbative way [19] . The renormalization condition in the momentum-space subtraction scheme (MOM) for a certain operator is provided by imposing that the off-shell quark matrix element in a fixed gauge should coincide with their tree level value. For example, if we consider the bilinear operator O Γ =ψΓψ, the condition is given by Z Γ (g 0 , µa) q(p)|O Γ |q(p) | p 2 =µ 2 = q(p)|O Γ |q(p) tree , where Γ denotes Dirac matrices and p is the off-shell quark momentum. In non-perturbative renormalization on the lattice, the matrix element q(p)|O Γ |q(p) is constructed with the vertex and wave functions obtained from the Fourier transformed quark Green functions in Landau gauge. This method, which we refer to as NPMOM method hereafter, is expected to work if we can find the appropriate region for the external quark momentum Λ QCD ≪ p ≪ a −1 to avoid the non-perturbative contributions and the cut-off effects simultaneously.
The NPMOM method has been actively being pursued for various operators in different actions [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The studies, however, reveal that it is not a trivial task to find the appropriate region of p: it depends on each operator strongly; moreover, it is hard to find it for some operators. At the present stage it is not clear to what extent the non-perturbative contaminations and the cut-off effects can be controlled quantitatively. Another concern is the issue of Gribov copies in the Landau gauge fixing. We have no definite way to estimate the ambiguities induced by the choice of Gribov copies.
The technical difficulties in the NPMOM method can be entirely overcome by another nonperturbative method that uses the Schrödinger functional(SF) as the renormalization scheme [25] . The SF scheme is essentially a finite-volume renormalization technique.
QCD is considered in a finite space-time volume of physical size L in all directions, where all renormalized quantities are defined at scale µ = 1/L. A change of the lattice size at fixed bare parameters is a change of the renormalization scale. For the bilinear operatorψΓψ a possible choice of the renormalization condition is
denote the boundary quark fields at t = 0 and L with zero spatial momentum projection. The constant c in the renormalization condition is properly chosen such that Z Γ = 1 at tree-level.
There are three main advantages in the SF scheme. (i) Gauge invariance: It is not necessary to fix the gauge.
(ii) Mass independent renormalization: This scheme allows us to perform numerical simulations at zero quark mass. We can specify the boundary conditions such that the lowest eigenvalue of the free Dirac operator is lifted by a gap of order 1/L at vanishing quark mass [26] . (iii) Non-perturbative renormalization group: The scale evolution of a factor of two for the renormalization constant Z(µ), which is expressed by the step scaling functions σ(ḡ 2 (L)) = Z(2L)/Z(L), can be measured by increasing the lattice size L to 2L. In the next step the lattice spacing a is enlarged by a factor of two keeping the renormalized couplingḡ 2 fixed such that the number of lattice sites L/a is reduced by a factor of two. Repeating this procedure we can connect the perturbative regime to the hadronic scale:
We emphasize that the step scaling function is defined in the SF scheme and should be independent of the lattice regularization.
The ALPHA Collaboration demonstrates the effectiveness of this method calculating the nonperturbative scale evolution of the renormalized quark mass with N f = 0 in the SF scheme, where the scale evolution from the hadronic scale to the perturbative regime around 100GeV is described within 1% errors [27] . Besides the quark mass the SF renormalization method has been also applied to the twist-two operator associated with the nonsinglet parton density [28, 14] and the static-light axial vector current relevant to the B meson decay constant [29] .
B K with the Wilson quark action
We have two purposes to calculate B K with the Wilson quark action. One is to demonstrate that the Wilson result is consistent with the KS result, which would give confidence to the lattice QCD calculation of B K . The other is an application to the heavy-light meson system for which the interpretation of flavor quantum numbers with the KS action is problematic.
While steady progress has been achieved so far with the KS quark action, studies with the Wilson quark action are rather stagnant. This is due to a non-trivial mixing between the weak four-fermi ChPT+Z mix (PT) [30] ChPT+Z mix (PT) [31] ChPT+Z mix (NPMOM) [33] Z mix (WI) [21] B K (NDR,2GeV) operator [30, 21] ). This can be reasonably expected from the ratio of their vacuum saturation approximations:
with the aid of the PCAC relation. In this case the mixing problem is not adequately treated with one-loop perturbation theory, because two-loop contributions are potentially large: |α
, where we assume α latt = 0.15 − 0.2 as the currently accessible strong coupling constant with tadpole improvement. This fact compels us to control the operator mixing non-perturbatively. Three major non-perturbative methods have been proposed so far. The most conventional method is to rely on chiral perturbation theory [30, 31] . The mixing structure of the weak four-fermi operator is expressed byÔ 
2 , where chiral logarithms are ignored. One-loop perturbative expressions are used for the mixing coefficients z 1 , . . . , z 4 inÔ pert LL . The coefficients in the chiral expansion of K 0 (p f )|Ô pert LL |K 0 (p i ) can be determined by changing the quark mass and the spatial momentum ofK 0 and K 0 , with which we can eliminate pure lattice artifacts of α, β and δ 1 terms. In practical applications of this method, however, it is difficult to fix δ 1 , δ 2 and δ 3 with good precision. The results for B K are plotted in Fig. 3(triangles) , which seem to be reasonable estimates compared with the KS result at the continuum limit. Nonetheless, this method is not promising for controlling systematic errors, since it contains unknown uncertainties from higher order effects of ChPT which survive even in the continuum limit. Another defect of this method is that it cannot be applied to the heavy-light meson system.
The second method is to determine the mixing coefficients z 1 , . . . , z 4 using the NPMOM method [23] . We require the Fourier transformed vertex function should be proportional to the tree-level Dirac structure: Fig. 4(a) we plot the mixing coefficients z 1 , . .
In the third method the mixing coefficients z 1 , . . . , z 4 are determined to satisfy the continuum Ward identity up to O(a) for the external off-shell quarks with momentum p [21, 32] : [32] . Figure 4(b) shows the momentum dependence of the mixing coefficients. The Ward identity method requires the condition p ≪ a −1 to avoid the cut-off effects. We observe only weak dependence over a wide range p 2 a 2 ∼ <1.0, which contrasts to the NPMOM results in Fig. 4(a) . In principle, however, both results are expected to be consistent at the limit of large external quark momentum [23] . The Gribov uncertainties in this method could be avoided by employing the Schrödinger functional technique.
In Fig. 3 we summarize recent quenched results for B K with the Wilson and SW quark actions. It is encouraging to be able to deal with the mixing problem without ChPT; still, large errors hinder the direct comparison with the KS result in the continuum limit.
K → ππ decay amplitudes
There are two major difficulties in the lattice QCD calculation of K → ππ decay amplitudes. The first one is the phase shift in π-π final state interactions, which cannot be directly calculated with real Green functions on a Euclidean lattice [34] . Secondly, we have to control the operator mixing. For the Wilson quark action we have The simplest solution to overcome these difficulties is calculating the amplitude
The final state pions at rest relative to each other generate no phase shift; the operator mixing is completely avoided by CPS symmetry and parity conservation. This method, however, requires ChPT to convert the amplitudes with the unphysical condition to those with the physical one. The next simplest method may be evaluation of the K → π matrix elements with the KS quark action [35, 37] . Although the mixing with O ′ ± can be avoided by the U A (1) chiral symmetry retained in the action, subtraction of the lower dimensional operator is still necessary. This method also has to rely on ChPT. A new idea to avoid the operator mixing problem was recently proposed [38] , which is an attempt to directly calculate the hadronic matrix element of the T -product of weak currents
QCD . However, its practical feasibility is questionable even with 1 Teraflops machine because of the requirement of large cut-off.
In recent years Golterman and his collaborators [4, 5] have studied the K → ππ decay amplitudes using ChPT and the quenched formulation of ChPT(QChPT) [39] is renormalized in NDR scheme at the scale 2GeV employing the tadpole improvement. The conversion to the physical matrix element is made by
where the factor Y denotes the one-loop contribution given by
F (M π L) represents finite size effects, whose
The tree-level results(open symbols), which are obtained by setting m π = 136MeV, m K = 497MeV and Y = 1 in eq. (3), are about two times larger than the experimental value. However, once we include the one-loop effects with Y of eq.(4) employing f π = F π = 132MeV and Λ = 1GeV, the lattice results are reduced and are much closer to the experimental value. The one-loop corrections are rather substantial. For example, the corrections are −40% for unphysical kinematics, −30% for finite volume effects, and +30% for quenching around M π ≈ m K at β = 6.1 with the 24 3 spatial volume(squares). It is also noted that the size dependence observed in the tree-level results is almost explained through the one-loop calculation.
For the ∆I = 1/2 amplitude, the one-loop calculation with QChPT [5] finds that the quenched matrix element π( p = 0)π( p = 0)|O cont ± |K( p K = 0) has finite volume contributions in proportion to M π L, which arise from the rescattering diagram of the two pions. Although this fact could jeopardize the numerical calculation of π( p = 0)π( p = 0)|O cont ± |K( p K = 0) in the quenched approximation, fortunately, we have had no work so far. This dangerous finite size effect caused by the π-π interactions can be avoided by employing the K → π matrix element. Its numerical calculation was tried by the OSU group employing the KS quark action [42] . Although their result shows a consistency with the experimental value around a −1 ≈ 2.8GeV, it is not convincing because of their use of the tree-level ChPT and the statistical error of 40%.
Proton decay amplitudes
One of the most important features of the study of the baryon number violating processes is that the low energy effective theory is described in terms of SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) symmetry, which enables us to make a model independent analysis. All dimension-six operators associated with baryon number violating processes are classified in the four types under the requirement of SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) invariance [43, 44] . In the two-component notation of ref. [44] 
are generation indices and L and R denote left-and right-handed fields.
Specifying the decay processes of interest, in our case (proton,neutron)→(π,K) +(ν, e + , µ + ), we can list the complete set of independent matrix elements in QCD with the assumption of isospin symmetry:
All we have to calculate in lattice QCD are these matrix elements.
Under the requirement of Lorentz invariance, we find that the matrix elements of O B / between the nucleon(N ) and the pseudoscalar(PS) meson can have two form factors:
where u s denotes the Dirac spinor with spin state s. In the lattice calculation, k = 0 is chosen for the nucleon spatial momentum and p = k − q = 0 for the PS meson. Although the W q term in eq. (5) is irrelevant in the physical decay amplitude, because its contribution is O(m l ) after the multiplication of anti-lepton spinor, we have to disentangle these two form factors in the lattice QCD
ChPT ( calculation. As pointed out by JLQCD[10], the previous papers [8, 9] gave wrong results without realizing the existence of W q term: they eventually evaluated W 0 + q 0 W q instead of W 0 . In Fig. 6 Fig. 7 we compare the results obtained by the direct method(circles) with those by the indirect one(triangles) using treelevel ChPT, where the so-called α, β parameters are |α| = 0.015(1)GeV 3 and |β| = 0.014(1)GeV 3 . We observe that both results are roughly comparable, which could leads to the conclusion that the large discrepancy between two methods found in refs. [8, 9] is mainly due to the neglect of the W q (q 2 ) term in eq.(5). Another important point in Fig. 7 is that the JLQCD results are much larger than the tree-level ChPT predictions with |α| = |β| = 0.003GeV 3 (crosses), which is the smallest value among various model estimations.
Domain wall QCD
If we can make the length of the fifth dimension N sufficiently large in the practical implementation of the domain wall QCD on the lattice, the ′′ N ). The flavor symmetry is retained at any number N . The KS quark action, however, can realize the above features without corrections except the flavor symmetry. The cost of numerical studies with the domain wall quark are the fifth dimension with the extension N and choosing the optimal value for the domain wall height M . The RIKEN-BNL-Columbia group presented numerical studies for weak matrix elements relevant toK 0 -K 0 mixing, K → ππ decays and the prediction of ǫ ′ /ǫ [24] , assuming the naive chiral properties realized at the infinite N [24] . In Fig. 1 we already plotted the quenched results for B K by the RIKEN-BNL-Columbia group. Their results are considerably smaller than the KS results at finite lattice spacings, and the discrepancy is likely to survive even in the continuum limit. At present it is not clear what causes this difference.
Perturbative calculation in domain wall QCD, which was initiated in ref. [45] , has been applied to evaluation of the renormalization factors for the quark mass [46, 47] and the bilinear operators [46] consisting of four-dimensional quarks which were referred to as q(x) in ref. [12] . The Tsukuba group [46] shows that Z S = Z P = Z −1 m and Z V = Z A at N → ∞, which is expected when the chiral Ward-Takahashi identity hold exactly. The peculiar feature in the renormalization of the domain wall QCD is an appearance of the overlap factor (1 − |1 − M | 2 )Z w for the fourdimensional quark fields. The one-loop coefficient of Z w is of O(10 − 10
2 ) for |1 − M | ∼ >0.1 without mean-field improvement. This could be dangerous because current numerical studies employ M ∼ >1.6 [24] . In the mean-field analysis, however, they find that M should be replaced bỹ M = M + 4(u − 1), where u 4 corresponds to the expectation value of the plaquette, and the magnitude of the one-loop coefficient for Z w is reduced to O(1) for |1 −M| ∼ <0.8. This fact suggests that the mean field improvement is indispensable for the perturbative renormalization factors in domain wall QCD. The ρ meson decay constant f ρ obtained with V q =q(x)γ µ q(x) and with the five- dimensional conserved current V con gives a testing ground for the validity of perturbation theory [48] . Both results at β = 6.0 are compared in Fig. 8(a) . They show a consistency within error bars once the perturbative corrections are applied to V q . We also observe a similar situation for the case of the pion decay constant in Fig. 8(b) . This is an encouraging result; still, the scaling violation effects should be checked. The Tsukuba group also calculated the renormalization factors for the three-and four-quark operators associated with proton decay and weak interactions [49] . They find that the operators in domain wall QCD at infinite N can be renormalized without any operator mixing between different chiralities, as opposed to the Wilson case.
The good chiral properties of the fourdimensional quarks in domain wall QCD observed in the numerical simulations and the perturbative calculations can be understood from the point of view of the exact chiral symmetry based on the Ginsparg-Wilson relation. The partition function of domain wall fermion with the subtraction of the Pauli-Villars field at finite N can be written as a determinant of the truncated overlap Dirac operator D N [50] which satisfies the GinspargWilson relation in the limit of infinite N . The authors of ref. [51] find that the effective Dirac operator D x, y) . With the use of this relation they show that the Green functions consisting of q(x) andq(x) in domain wall QCD with finite N can be related to those consisting of the fermion fields described by the truncated overlap Dirac operator.
Conclusions
The sizable magnitude of the O(α 2 ) uncertainties found in the systematic study of B K with the KS quark action makes manifest the necessity of using the non-perturbative renormalization method. The essential problem in the nonperturbative renormalization of QCD, which is the question how to relate the high-energy perturbative regime to the low-energy hadronic scale, is overcome by the Schrödinger functional method. For the Wilson B K the operator mixing problem is now managed non-perturbatively without the use of any effective theories; while we still need to reduce statistical errors.
In K → ππ studies one-loop corrections in QChPT can almost explain the discrepancy between quenched lattice results and the experimental value for the ∆I = 3/2 transition.
Essential progress has been made in evaluating the proton decay amplitudes. The first correct calculation shows that the values of the amplitudes are comparable with the tree-level ChPT predictions.
The application of the domain wall quark formulation to the calculation of the weak matrix elements is a fascinating issue. Pilot numerical studies have been pursued and perturbative renormalization factors for the relevant operators are now available. 
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